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Control of an actively constrained robotic joint for
passive deployment applications
A V C Reedman and K Bouazza-Marouf *
Wolfson School of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, Loughborough University, Leicestershire, UK

Abstract: The design and control of an actively constrained revolute joint with backlash cancellation
for passively deployed devices is presented in this paper. The drive mechanism consists of two motordriven worms coupled to a single worm wheel. A mathematical model of the system is used in order to
develop a backlash cancellation strategy and computed-torque motion control algorithm. Experimental
results show that the position of the joint can be successfully controlled to track a trajectory generated
from a user-input force command signal while cancelling backlash at the gear interface.
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NOTATION
Cfa, Cfb, Cfy
C a, C b , C y

FNa, FNb

FSa, FSb

Fu
Fa, Fb
Ja, Jb, Jy

M a, M b , M y

ra, rb, ry
viscous friction coefcient of the
a-worm system, the b-worm system and
the worm–wheel system respectively
equivalent viscous friction coefcient of
the a-worm system, the b-worm system
and the worm–wheel system
respectively
reaction force at the interface between
the a-worm and the worm wheel and
between the b-worm and the worm
wheel respectively
Coulomb friction force between the
a-worm and the worm wheel and
between the b-worm and the worm
wheel respectively
applied user-input force
equivalent force generated by the torque
from the motors
inertia of the a-worm and the motor, of
the b-worm and the motor and of the
worm wheel, shaft and robot arm
respectively
equivalent mass of Ja, Jb and Jy
respectively
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x, y, z

g
e
y
yd
mda, mdb
msa, msb
tma, tmb
tu

1

radius of contact of the a-worm with the
worm wheel, of the b-worm with the
worm wheel and of the a- and b-worms
respectively
equivalent linear displacement of the
a-worm, b-worm and worm wheel
respectively
lead angle of the a- and b-worms
friction constant
link position
desired link position
coefcient of dynamic friction of the aand b-worms
coefcient of static friction of the a- and
b-worms
torque generated by the driving motors
equivalent torque generated by the
applied user-input force

INTRODUCTION

Development of robotic devices that interact closely with
humans has been of particular interest to the surgical
industry for the last 20 years. In an attempt to improve the
accuracy and repeatability of surgical procedures, robotic
tool-positioning and tool-guiding devices have been
introduced into the operating theatre.
Most of the robotic devices that are currently used to
aid surgeons in performing operational tasks have been
based on modied industrial manipulators. The best
known of these modied robots is ROBODOC [1, 2].
ROBODOC was designed for machining a cavity in bone
Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 215 Part K
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to receive a prosthetic component during cementless total
hip replacement. The surgeon oversees the operation but
has no control over the motion other than the ability to
stop and start the robot using a control pendant. Although
these large industrial systems are highly accurate, they
have typically been designed to meet the requirements of
high-speed and high-torque applications. The introduction of a large, powerful robot into an environment such
as the operating theatre casts doubt on the safety of the
patient, surgeon and other operating room staff [3]. It is
for this reason that the makers of ROBODOC, and other
similar devices such as the master–slave robot Da Vinci
[4], have been required to implement many layers of
software and hardware safety systems in order to ensure
that unauthorized motion cannot be made. It seems that
more attention has been focused on limiting rather than
eliminating the ability to do harm.
Custom-built robotic devices, such as ACROBOT
(active constraint ROBOT) [5] and PADyC (passive arm
with dynamic constraints) [6], have been a more attractive alternative to the larger and more expensive industrial systems. ACROBOT is a four-degree-of-freedom
(4-DOF) manipulator designed to help the surgeon
perform total knee replacement surgery. The surgeon
controls the motions of the manipulator by applying a
force to the control handle in order to drive the joints of
the robot. All of the joints are backdriveable, and a d.c.
motor at each joint controls the resistive force that the
surgeon feels using a force control strategy. The workspace of the robot is actively constrained to conne the
end-effector to remain within a preplanned safe working
region. However, while the ACROBOT system requires
physical input from the surgeon in order to move the
manipulator, the force-controlled servomotors in each
joint are still powerful enough to provide motion against
the user. This again raises many issues regarding surgeon
and patient safety. Another proposed robot assistant
device is PADyC, a robot incapable of motion of its own.
At every joint there exists a pair of overrunning clutches,
each running on a separate motor driven hub. By
controlling the speed of each motor, one clutch limits
the maximum allowable speed in the clockwise direction
while the second clutch restricts speed in the anticlockwise direction. It was demonstrated that PADyC could be
used to conne the motion of the surgeon within a
predened work area and, to a limited extent, follow a
predened path. With 20 N of force applied on the control
handle, the 2-DOF prototype of PADyC exhibited up to
20 mm of error at the tool tip with link lengths of 0.25 m
[7]. The error was attributed to joint exibility and
backlash in the clutch mechanism. Errors of this magnitude cannot be tolerated in most surgical applications.
In this paper, a robot joint architecture designed to
cancel backlash is presented. A conceptual overview of
the mechanism is given for a system that has been
designed to be inherently fail safe, non-backdriveable,
and suitable for use in applications where direct control
Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 215 Part K

of the end-effector (surgical tool) by a human is required.
A mathematical model of the mechanism is then
presented and used to develop a computed-torque control
algorithm for regulating position. A brief description of
the experimental set-up and control system architecture is
also included. Simulation and experimental results of the
mechanism and control algorithm are given, followed by
concluding remarks.

2

CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW

In gear system design, a small amount of backlash is
required in order to allow for thermal expansion,
lubrication and lower frictional losses within a drivetrain
[8]. In many robotic applications, even minute amounts
of backlash can cause errors in position that are not
acceptable in demanding applications such as surgery.
For example, if a single link of a robot arm exhibits
§0.0087 rad (or §0.5°) of backlash, there will be an error
of §3.5 mm at the end of a 0.4 m link. In order to reduce
the backlash to an acceptable level, gear train housings
must be manufactured to high engineering tolerances.
This is expensive in terms of both the machinery required
and the time taken for manufacture. Another solution
would be to use antibacklash gears, readily available
from many gear manufacturers. However, these antibacklash gears are spring-loaded systems and still allow
relative motion between input and output shafts under
certain loading conditions. The proposed system, presented in this paper, is a robotic joint designed to cancel
backlash.
The joint, shown schematically in Fig. 1, consists of

Fig. 1

Dual-worm drive joint
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two worms, each driven by a low-power d.c. servomotor.
The two worms follow a worm wheel that is xed to the
robot link. The user provides a force on the end-effector
and motion is allowed by controlling the two worms
simultaneously. The non-backdriveability of the worm
mechanism means that, no matter how much force the
operator applies, motion is not allowed until both motors
are controlled to move in the same direction.
The parallel nature of this overactuated joint structure
makes this active system safer than modied industrial
robots. If there were a failure, both motors would have to
drive in the same direction for any motion to occur.
However, if this failure occurs, acceleration of the joints
will be very small owing to the inertia of the links and
low power of the motors, giving the operator plenty of
time to react, i.e. to release the deadman handle. The
dual-worm mechanism also has the ability to eliminate
backlash using a control strategy that is discussed below.
The control of the joint must be robust against the nonlinear effects of inertia and frictional forces at the worm/
wheel interface.

3

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Analysis of the dual-worm mechanism identies four

Fig. 2
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separate cases of contact between the two worms and the
worm wheel. The rst of these four cases (case I), shown
in Fig. 2a, represents the worm wheel in contact with the
leading edges of the thread of both the a- and b-worms. In
this condition the two worms cancel backlash. Figure 2b
shows the second case (case II) where the worm wheel is
in contact with the trailing edge of the thread of the
a-worm and the leading edge of the thread of the b-worm.
This situation is highly undesirable in terms of positional
accuracy, as backlash is not cancelled. The third case
(case III), illustrated in Fig. 2c, shows the trailing edges
of the thread of the two worms in contact with the worm
wheel. Backlash is cancelled in this condition. Finally, in
Fig. 2d (case IV), the leading edge of the thread of the
a-worm and the trailing edge of the thread of the b-worm
are shown in contact with the wheel. Similar to case II,
backlash is not cancelled in this condition. Therefore,
backlash is eliminated if either case I or case III is
continuously maintained. In order to simplify the model,
a control strategy is chosen that will maintain the conditions required for case I only.
Unwinding the thread of the three gears allows the
mechanism to be modelled as a system of three wedges
sliding against each other. A free-body diagram for case I
is shown in Fig. 3, where the upper wedge represents the
a-worm, the middle wedge represents the worm wheel
and the bottom wedge represents the b-worm. Using Fig.

Dual-worm joint modes of contact
Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 215 Part K
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where
¡
¢
sin g ‡ mda ‡ …msa ¡ mda †ej_xj=…e cos g† sgn…_x† cos g
Da ˆ
,
cos g ¡ …mda ‡ …msa ¡ mda †ej_xj=…e cos g† †sgn…x_ † sin g
¡
¢
sin g ¡ mdb ‡ …msb ¡ mdb †ej_yj=…e cos g† sgn…_y† cos g
¡
¢
Db ˆ
cos g ‡ mdb ‡ …msb ¡ mdb †ej_yj=…e cos g† sgn…y_ † sin g
Converting from the unwound threads to the rotational
system by replacing Fa, Fb, Fu, Ma, Mb, My, Ca, Cb, Cy, z,
x and y in equation (6) with tma =ra , tmb =rb , tu =ry , Ja =r2a ,
Jb =rb2 , Jy =ry2 , Cf a =ra2 , Cf b =rb2 , Cf y =r2y , yry , yry = tan g and
yry/tan g respectively yields
tma ry tmb ry
‡
y ‡ CT y_ ˆ tu ‡
JT 
Da ra
D b rb

…7†

where
Fig. 3

Free-body diagram of the worm drive joint: case I

JT ˆ Jy ‡
3, it is possible to write the dynamic equations of each
wedge as equations (1) to (3) respectively. The friction
forces, FSa and FSb , between the two worms and the
wheel are modelled using an exponential stick–slip
friction model [9, 10] given in equations (4) and (5)
respectively. In order to simplify the model, it is assumed
that neither the a-worm nor the b-worm loses contact
with the worm wheel, i.e. FNa 6ˆ 0 and FNb 6ˆ 0:

Max ‡ Ca x_ ˆ Fa ¡ FNa sin g ¡ FSa cos g

…1†

Myz ‡ Cy z_ ˆ Fu ‡ FNa cos g ¡ FSa sin g ¡ FNb cos g
‡ FSb sin g
Mb y ‡ Cb y_ ˆ Fb ‡ FNb sin g ¡ FSb cos g
±
²
FSa ˆ mda ‡ …msa ¡ mda †ej_xj=…e cos g† sgn…x_ †FNa
±
²
FSb ˆ mdb ‡ …msb ¡ mdb †ej_yj=…e cos g† sgn…y_ †FNb

…2†

CT ˆ Cf y ‡

Cf a ry2
Cf b ry2
‡
Da ra2 tan g Db rb2 tan g

For simulation purposes, it is necessary to ensure that
there is no motion until the motor torque of either the
a-worm or the b-worm exceeds the static friction forces.
Figure 4a shows how the friction forces act on the three
wedges during motion of the wheel in the anticlockwise
direction, and Fig. 4b shows the orientation of the forces
during motion of the wheel in the clockwise direction.
From Fig. 4 it is possible to express the equilibrium
conditions in the anticlockwise direction [equation (8)]
and clockwise direction [equation (9)]. In Fig. 4, mSaFNa
and mSbFNb are substituted for FSa and FSb respectively:

…3†
…4†

Ja ry2
Jb ry2
‡
Da ra2 tan g D b rb2 tan g



Á
!
´
cos g¡mSb sin g
cos g‡mSa sin g
‡Fb
ˆ0
sin g¡mSa cos g
sin g‡mSb cos g



Á

Fu ‡Fa

…8†

…5†
Fu ‡Fa

!

´
cos g‡mSb sin g
cos g¡mSa sin g
‡Fb
ˆ0
g‡m
g
sin
sin g¡mSb cos g
Sa cos

Substitution of (1), (3), (4) and (5) into (2) yields

Myz ‡ Cy z_ ˆ Fu ‡

…9†

Fa ¡ Max ¡ Ca x_ Fb ¡ Mb y ¡ Cb y_
‡
Da
Db
…6†
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Using equation (8) for the system of unwound threads,
motion of the wheel in the anticlockwise direction will
occur if the condition given by equation (10) is satised.
Equation (11) gives this condition for the actual
K01601
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Fig. 4

Free-body diagram of static conditions

Á
!
Á
!
tmb
tu sin g¡mSb cos g
tma sin g¡mSb cos g
¡
>¡
rb
ry cos g‡mSb sin g
ra cos g‡mSb sin g

´
cos g¡mSa sin g
£
>0
tma > 0
and
sin g‡mSa cos g

rotational system:

´

´
sin g¡mSa cos g
sin g¡mSa cos g
¡Fb
cos g‡mSa sin g
cos g‡mSa sin g
Á
!
cos g¡mSb sin g
<0
£
and
Fb < 0
sin g‡mSb cos g

Fa < ¡Fu

…10†

´

´
tma
tu sin g¡mSa cos g
tmb sin g¡mSa cos g
<¡
¡
ra
ry cos g‡mSa sin g
rb cos g‡mSa sin g
Á
!
cos g¡mSb sin g
<0
tmb < 0
£
and
sin g‡mSb cos g
…11†

Similarly, using equation (9) for the system of unwound
threads, clockwise rotation of the wheel will be allowed if
the condition given by equation (12) is satised. Equation
(13) gives the same condition in terms of the actual
rotational system:
Á

!
Á
!
sin g ¡ mSb cos g
sin g ¡ mSb cos g
¡ Fa
Fb > ¡Fu
cos g ‡ mSb sin g
cos g ‡ mSb sin g

´
cos g ¡ mSa sin g
£
>0
and
Fa > 0
sin g ‡ mSa cos g
…12†
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…13†

4

CONTROL DEVELOPMENT

The aim of the control algorithm is to make the manipulator track a desired position command while cancelling
backlash at the worm interface. In order to ensure
surgeon and patient safety, the joint and control method
must not exhibit:
(a) any motion against the user,
(b) any motion without direct control from the user or
(c) any backlash at the worm/wheel interface.
To this end, effective control of the dual-worm mechanism requires two algorithms. In the clockwise direction
(i.e. tu > 0) the motor command voltage for the a-worm
is set to a constant value and the b-motor torque, tmb, is
controlled to unwind the b-worm to track the trajectory.
In this condition the b-worm leads and the a-worm is
used to follow the motion of the worm wheel without
applying unnecessary frictional forces to the system.
Control of motion in this manner shall be termed
b-unwinding control. However, in the anticlockwise
direction (i.e. tu < 0) the b-worm motor command
Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 215 Part K
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voltage is set to a constant value and tma is used to control
the unwinding of the a-worm to track the trajectory. This
is termed a-unwinding control. In this instance, the aworm leads and the b-worm follows. This dual-control
strategy is shown to work well.
For the purpose of this preliminary work, the desired
velocity is proportional to the user-input torque. That is
y_ d ˆ Ku tu

4.2

b-Unwinding control

A computed-torque controller for unwinding the b-worm
can be found in a similar fashion to that described in
Section 4.1. Equation (7) can be used to derive the
b-motor torque as given in equation (19):
tmb

…14†


´
^b
tma ry
rb D

_
^
^
^
ˆ
JT ub ‡ JT yd ‡ CT y ¡ tu ¡
^a
ry
ra D
…19†

where Ku could be chosen as a function of position in
order to restrict motion. For a manipulator with more than
one DOF, this velocity-limiting algorithm would be used
to constrain the user to remain along/within a predened
path/region within the robot workspace.

4.1

However, in this case the control ub is chosen to drive
the error to zero and tma is the measured a-motor torque.
Convergence of the error is achieved using the PID
controller:
…
…20†
ub ˆ Kvb e_ ‡ Kpb e ‡ K ab e dt

a-Unwinding control

The a-unwinding control law regulates the unwinding of
the a-worm to follow a time-varying trajectory. The error
between the desired position and the actual position of the
system is dened as
e ˆ yd ¡ y

…15†

From equations (7) and (15) it is possible to derive the
tracking error dynamics given by equation (16):
e ˆ yd ‡


´
tma ry tmb ry
1
_
¡
¡
y
¡
t
CT
u
D a ra
D b rb
JT

…16†

Using feedback linearization, tma can be chosen to
cancel the dynamic effects of friction and the inertial
forces; tma is obtained as given in equation (17), where
^ a, D
^ b, C
^ T and J^ T are the estimates of Da, D b, CT and JT
D
respectively:
Á
!
^a
t
ra D
r
^ T y_ ¡ tu ¡ mb y
tma ˆ
J^T ua ‡ J^T yd ‡ C
^b
ry
rb D
…17†
In equation (17) the control ua is chosen to drive the error
to zero and tmb is the measured b-motor torque.
Convergence of the error to zero is achieved using a
proportional ‡ integral ‡ derivative (PID) control law:
…
…18†
ua ˆ Kva e_ ‡ Kpa e ‡ Kaa e dt
It is important to note that, if the components of equation
(17) are not known exactly, the system parameter
estimates are erroneous, and without the integral term
in equation (18) there may be a non-zero steady state
error.
Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 215 Part K

5

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Figure 5 shows the dual-worm driven joint mechanism.
The joint is controlled using a Pentium 233 MHz personal
computer running the QNX 4.25 real-time operating
system. A schematic diagram of the control system is
shown in Fig. 6.
The control algorithm requires measurements of
motor torque, user-input force, and position. The userinput force is measured using four strain gauges, in a
Wheatstone bridge conguration, mounted on a specially
designed section of the link. The 3.27 W geared d.c.
motors are capable of producing 0.4 Nm of torque at the
output of the gearbox. Closed-loop regulation of the
motor output torque is accomplished by measuring the
armature current and implementing a digital proportional ‡ integral (PI) controller. All analogue signals are
measured and generated using 12 bit analogue-to-digital
converters and 12 bit digital-to-analogue converters. The
link rotation is recorded using an encoder and appropriate
electronics to generate 20 000 counts per revolution,
giving a resolution of 0.0003142 rad/count (or 0.018°/
count). The encoder position is read as a 24 bit number
from an HCTL-1100 motion control interface. The
frequency of the control loop is set at 600 Hz, and link
rotational velocity measurement is obtained in software
by using a backward difference algorithm.

6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the model, given by equation (7), and the controllers
of equations (17) and (19), the estimated values of the
system parameters are given in Table 1. The values of
K01601
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Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Worm driven joint

Schematic overview of the control system

inertia were calculated from the joint geometry. The
worm and worm wheel dimensions were assumed to be
the pitch centre diameter of the respective gears, while

Table 1

2

Inertia (kg m )
Viscous damping (N m s/rad)
Gear geometry (m)
Static friction
Dynamic friction
Friction constant
Worm lead angle (rad)
K01601
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the friction coefcients were determined experimentally.
It should be noted that there will be variations in the
coefcients of friction owing to temperature and wear.

System parameters

Worm wheel

a-Worm

b-Worm

Jy ˆ 0.062833
Cfy ˆ 0.005
ry ˆ 0.025

Ja ˆ 0.002855
Cfa ˆ 0.001
ra ˆ 0.0065
msa ˆ 0.12
mda ˆ 0.10
e ˆ 0.001
g ˆ 0.05236

Jb ˆ 0.002855
Cfb ˆ 0.001
rb ˆ 0.0065
msb ˆ 0.16
mdb ˆ 0.14
e ˆ 0.001
g ˆ 0.05236
Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 215 Part K
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Fig. 7

Dual-worm joint simulation results

These variations may affect the implementation of this
system in a multi-DOF robot. Therefore, the robot control
system should be calibrated to update the estimates of the
friction coefcients periodically, or whenever tracking
performance is degraded. This could be done automatically.

desired trajectory:
tu ˆ 2:5 £ sgn‰sin…0:5t†Šftanh‰3 cos…t†Š ¡ 1g

6.2
6.1

Simulation results

In order to test the performance of the control strategy
and algorithms, a simulation of the model, given by
equation (7), was developed using SIMULINK. Parameters were set according to Table 1, and it was assumed
that the control algorithms had exact knowledge of these
parameters. Figure 7 shows the results obtained from the
simulation. The user input that was applied to the system
is given by equation (21) and is shown in Fig. 7b. Figure
7a shows the desired
position generated from the speed
.
demand, where y d is given by equation (14) with Ku ˆ
0.01. Sufcient tracking performance was achieved using
the gains given in Table 2. The graph of position error
given in Fig. 7c highlights this. Figures 7d and e show the
applied a-motor and b-motor torque used to track the
Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 215 Part K

…21†

Experimental results

The experimental results for a joint with a single worm
are compared with those of the dual-worm mechanism to
illustrate backlash cancellation. In both experiments the
trajectory is generated by manually applying a force to a
control handle attached to the robot link. The velocity
demand is generated on the basis of equation (14), where
K u ˆ 0.01. The desired velocity is then digitally integrated and differentiated to give the desired position and
desired acceleration respectively. Figure 8 presents the
Table 2

Simulation gains

Control direction

Proportional

Integral

Derivative

a-Unwinding
b-Unwinding

Kpa ˆ 5000
Kpb ˆ 5000

Kaa ˆ 1000
Kab ˆ 1000

Kda ˆ 100
Kdb ˆ 100

K01601
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Fig. 8

Single-worm joint experimental results

results for the single-worm mechanism. Figure 8a shows
the position demand generated from the user-input force
of Fig. 8b. Figure 8c displays the time history of the error
during the movement, and Fig. 8d illustrates the motor
torque used to drive the a-worm. It can be seen from Fig.
8c that the change in direction of the user-input force
causes large errors in the order of §0.01 rad (or §0.57°).
These errors are attributed to the backlash between the
worm and worm wheel present in the single-worm
system. Figure 9 presents the experimental results of a
similar motion to that of the simulation (see Fig. 7) with
the dual-worm mechanism. Figure 9a shows the desired
and actual positions of the joint. The torque generated by
the user-input force is shown in Fig. 9b, and the position
error is illustrated in Fig. 9c. It should be noted that the
graphs of actual and desired positions in Fig. 9a are
indistinguishable because the error (shown in Fig. 9c) is
very small. Figures 9d and e also show the motor output
torque for the a- and b-motors respectively. It is possible
to see from Fig. 9c that the backlash in the mechanism
has been cancelled and the overall error has been reduced
to less than §0.0015 rad (or §0.086°).
Tests have also been carried out to determine how the
tool-tip position is affected by an external input from the
user when the joint is stationary. It has been possible to
K01601
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measure two different sources of error: exibility of the
link and shaft and also end-oat of the worm owing to
limited preloading of the worm angular contact bearings.
Table 3 shows the deection of the tool tip owing to the
two kinds of error for user-input forces of 10 and 20 N
applied at the tool tip. This error was measured at the
extremity of the link, a distance 0.4 m from the centre of
rotation. Although this single DOF robot does exhibit
some exibility, 0.4 mm of error per 10 N of user-input
force is not considered excessive when compared with
similar devices. However, increasing the stiffness of the
system could further reduce the link and shaft exibility.

7

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a revolute joint that provides inherent safety
features and cancels backlash has been presented. The
non-backdriveable dual-worm mechanism is much safer
than backdriveable systems in that no motor torque is
required to keep the manipulator stationary for most
forms of user-input force. However, high-frequency user
input (i.e. shaking of the end-effector) can cause the
worms to unwind, allowing the mechanism to exhibit
Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 215 Part K
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Fig. 9

Dual-worm joint experimental results

backlash. For this reason, when the joint is stationary,
each motor applies a small amount of torque to keep the
system backlash free.
Suitable control laws for regulating position have been
derived on the basis of a mathematical model of the
system. These computed-torque control algorithms have
been shown to give good results while tracking a
trajectory generated from the measured user-input torque.
The control algorithm has been effective in cancelling
backlash and compensating for the non-linear effects of
friction generated at the interface of the two worms and
worm wheel. The mechanical system can also be
produced using basic manufacturing technologies and at
a low cost when compared with industrial robotic
systems.

Table 3

Static error measurements
Deection from zero (mm)

Applied
force (N)

Total

Due to end-oat in
worms

Due to link/shaft
exibility

10
20

0.36
0.74

0.16
0.32

0.20
0.42

Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 215 Part K
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